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Circuit Stop: Harrah’s Cherokee  

Event:  No-Limit Hold’em Main Event 

Buy-in:  $1,700 

Date:   12 August 2019 

Entries: 1,057 

Prizepool: $

 

BILLY CASHWELL WINS MAIN EVENT AT HARRAH’S IN 

CHEROKEE 

After coming so close two years ago, Cashwell has scored a victory. 

After falling just short two years ago in 2017 finishing in 7th place in the Main Event, Billy 
Cashwell is now a World Series of Poker Circuit ring winner. Cashwell won the Main Event 
at the Harrah’s in Cherokee, earning $271,234. 

Cashwell, a self-employed construction worker from Stedman, NC has a long history of 
success in Circuit events dating back to 2008 with his first cash at Ceasars, Atlantic City. 
This is his largest cash thus far in his poker career, with his previous one being $50,000 in 
this event two years ago. 

When asked how he felt finally winning the title, he took a moment to respond at a loss of 
words he replied, “Great, I have been at this awhile.” 

It was a difficult road to victory for Cashwell, especially heads up against his opponent 
Forrest Raleigh, climbing an uphill battle as when the heads-up match began he was out 
chipped by more than two-to-one. 
 
Cashwell had found himself getting even shorter early in the heads up match before taking 
a stand and shoving his 14 big blinds in the middle with queen-high and getting called by 
ace-high. Cashwell made a pair of queens to double up and get him back in the fight for the 
title. 

 
After that double he continued to win some small pots until he made two pair over 



 

 

Raleigh’s two pair and took a commanding chiplead. As an almost three-to-one chip 
favorite it didn’t take long before all of the chips landed in the middle and Cashwell won a 
flip when he pocket fives held up against Raleigh’s over cards, sending him all of the 
tournament chips, and sealing his victory for the WSOP circuit gold ring. 
 
With this victory Cashwell says he plans to travel outside of Cherokee. “Maybe a few more 
stops on the Circuit,” He said. This will also include the 2020 Global Casino Championship, 
the invitational only tournament that he has sealed himself a seat into with this win, 

The tournament started with 1,057 entries, and the top 159 players made the money. Other 
players finishing in the money include Christopher Carey (144th place), Richard Seymour 
(143rd), Irene Carey (131st), Erik Gorman (106th), Ryan Eriquezzo (45th), Maurice 
Hawkins (16th), and Martin Kozlov (6th). 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Billy Cashwell 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:    Fayetteville, NC. 
Current Residence:  Stedman, NC. 

Age:     42 
Profession:    Construction 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0
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